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NATIONAL PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Patriots
Patriot Day is an annual observance on September 11. It is a day of prayer and
remembrance for those who were injured or died during the terrorist attacks in
the United States on September 11, 2001. It should not be confused with Patriot’s
Day, which commemorates the battles of Lexington and Concord which were
fought near Boston in 1775. Patriot Day is not a National holiday, but was
designated by President George W. Bush to be held annually on September 11 to
mark the anniversary of terrorist attacks in the USA in 2001. The President asks
Americans to observe a moment of silence beginning at 8:46 A.M. (Eastern
Daylight Time), the time the first plane struck the North Tower of the World
Trade Center on September 11, 2001.
Delta Nu in Plymouth, IN chose to commemorate this day to not only honor those who suffered the
consequences of 9-11, but also honor those who paid the ultimate sacrifice as patriots of the United States
in times of war and turmoil. Cemeteries across this great nation, and even around the world, are filled with
such American patriots. It is fitting and proper that they should be honored. They gave up their fortunes
and lives so that we might enjoy the freedoms that bless this country. Many Phi Delts made this ultimate
sacrifice.
Plymouth should be commended for championing this day of remembrance. Of course, as all good Phi
Delts, they also observed this solemn day with celebration and gaiety. They celebrated the hard-won
victory of these patriots with a pig roast, live band and dancing. This also is fitting and proper, for what is
more American than celebrating the victory of such patriots with music, dance and feast? I think they
surely would cheer with us in their graves because of the freedom won to pursue happiness and fortune.
I attended this event with pride for my nation and gratitude for those who gave so much to make this
celebration a possibility. The community of Plymouth responded to this effort with enthusiasm and
support. Even Delta Nu was surprised with the outpouring of support that they received from Plymouth
merchants. Delta raised a considerable amount of money for their charity which was able to send a lot of
care packages to the troops fighting in Afghanistan.
Changing the subject, Gamma Theta in Danville hosted their annual Hog Roast two weekends before
Plymouth’s Hog Roast. Friday night Stevie and I were at the “Cooking of the Pig.” They served pig-on-astick, and we danced on the patio to a live band. Stevie could not go Saturday night, but I went and
enjoyed the feast. After the dinner, we all enjoyed a Karaoke party followed by deejay dancing. (No, I did
not sing.) Six of the seven National Officers were at this soiree. Everyone had a great time, and there was
a lot of drinking. I had never yet seen Scott Dull dance on a table. I would hate to have missed that! If
you have never been to a Gamma Theta Hog Roast, don’t miss the next one. “And you can tell ‘em I’ll be
there!”
On a personal note, I have been asked by many how I get the information for my articles. I read a lot of
nonfiction books for the subjects and facts for my articles. I also research my subject on the internet.
Google is an amazing search engine. It is easy to find a lot of quotations and facts about my articles that
lend support for the veracity of my articles. This is not plagiarism. Steven Wright says that, “To steal
ideas from one person is plagiarism; to steal from many is research.” God Bless, and keep the brotherhood
going.
Jon Handy
National President
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PERSONAL INVOLVEMENT
IN YOUR CHAPTER
By Craig Brutout
National Master of Ceremonies
Whenever
I
start thinking
about this, I
always try to
find something
in our history
to refer to. As
such, the following is taken
from our Brotherhood Guide. I am
sure that most of you have never
seen one, and while it needs updated badly, I think it helps to define a member in good standing. I
hope you will read this and give it
serious consideration.
When you become a Phi Delt
member, you achieve the highest
level a Phi Delt must choose to attain. It was decided decades ago
that there would be no degrees of
attainment in Phi Delta Kappa.
Even the National Officers or a
member of the National Board of
Trustees has no higher rank requirements ( although there is a minim u m n u m b e r - o f - ye a r s - a s - a member requirement in some instances ).
Educationally, while it was desirable to have all brothers learn a) the
national Phi Delta Kappa constitution, b) the by-laws of the chapter
c) the history of the fraternity and
of the chapter, and d) the Constitution of the United States, it would
be left up to the chapters to decide
on and enforce those issues. Few
actually enforce them. ( Although
we would encourage the chapters to
be more vigilant). However, it
would be worth your while to at

least learn the basics of your local
by-laws, your chapter’s house
rules, and as much of the national
constitution as you have time to
read once or twice. These are not
obligations but, rather, are a
means of protecting your personal
rights within your chapter and the
fraternity.

ing in money, your dues would
go down instead of up, and your
social activities would be talked
about for years. If everyone in
the fraternity did these things,
we would be adding chapters
every year and be the envy of
every other fraternal and social
organization.

Now, as to your personal commitment to the fraternity, consider
the following as a minimum annual commitment:

SO, LIKE NIKE SAYS,…..
“JUST DO IT”

1) Attend at least 1 of 3 chapter
meetings
2) Attend at least 1 National or
District meeting
3) Travel to another chapter
once a year
4) Bring forth 1 new member
candidate a year
5) Accept a lead role in one activity a year
6) Accept a supporting role in
something
7) Go to all chapter brother’s
funerals
8) Pay your dues on time
9) Attend your Anniversary party
10) Do something unexpected
once
All but number 2 ) are commitments to your local chapter. If
everyone in your chapter were to
fulfill these ten annual obligations, your chapter would be roll-

I hope this gives each of you
who read this a new idea of
what our predecessors had in
mind for their expectations of
us. Until next month, always
looking forward, Craig

November
By Brian Nelson
National Master of Ceremonies
Howd y
brothers
and sisters.
Its November again
a
n
d
Thanksgiving
is
around the
corner. Over the last couple of
years, a new problem has come
up in our house about the turkey.
Is it better to bake or deep fry?
Now this may seem to be a simple
answer, but it is not. I love the
smell of a turkey slow roasting in
an oven all day with stuffing in
the middle of the bird and the seasoning rubbed into the skin. On
the other hand, I really like the
crispy skin and extra juice inside
of a deep-fried turkey.
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What does PDK have to be
thankful for this year? We as a
club can be thankful for our individual chapter accomplishments
as well as fraternity accomplishments that are made during the
SEC’s and conventions. Why
should we be thankful for our accomplishments? We should be
thankful, because we worked together as brothers to get the jobs
done. We also fought like brothers at times, but I think the squabbles made us a stronger family.
I, as an individual am thankful
that I live I a country where we
can vote to change what we do
not like. We can stand for what
we believe in. I am thankful that I
live in a country that allows us
(PDK) to meet in secret. I am
thankful to live in the greatest
country in the world that allows
me to be free. These are some
simple things to be thankful for
and sometimes it’s the simple
things we overlook.
This country and its people need
to be thankful for its veterans.
Without veterans, we would not
have freedom, we would not have
an elected government, and without this, if we got caught meeting
in secret we would be arrested.
God bless the veterans.

ΦΔΚ

National Auditor
By Sam Agresti
Hello brothers
from
South
Fla., land of
sunshine and
opportunity. I
would like to
first thank my
fell ow
Phi
Delts from Fl Nu for inviting me
to attend their annual Swampfest
Dinner and Dance in September. I’m the National Officer
responsible for checking on Fl
Nu and had a great time that
night. The most important part
that I observed was what brotherhood really is all about. I attend their meetings regularly so I
had an idea of what this activity
might entail. Members, spouses
and volunteers all played a part
in this undertaking. All night
long every chapter member was
helping out in some way from
cooing, serving, bartending,
50/50 drawings, and of course,
cleanup. I was proud of their
dedication and unselfishness to
work together for what they felt
was just being a true Phi Delt.
Brotherhood is not in name
only, but must be practiced all
the time. This again is why
chapters are successful and other
chapters are not. When you do
the little things that are not readily seen but are important in your
chapters success, is brotherhood. I heard a member say at
this activity “ Any little thing
you see needs done, pitch in because we are all Phi Delts” and I
saw just that during the
night.
Probably the feeling
someone else will do it is why I

believe most chapters might be
struggling . Believing in your reason one joined this fraternity,
Brotherhood, should motivate you
to not only be a active member, but
a dedicated member as shown by
attending meetings as well as chapter activities. As PDK grows in
membership, it also will grow in
brotherhood, because this is one of
our most profound principles our
founding fathers taught us. To see
it being practiced by chapter members is a beautiful thing and should
touch the heart of every brother because that is why you say “ Proud
to be a Phi Del.” Sincerely Sam
Agresti
National Sergeant at Arms
By Tim Reynolds
Hello from
the Heartland
of Dixie. As
we go through
life, we often
wonder what
our goals are
in life. At the
beginning of
every
year,
almost everyone sets a New Years
resolution. Some of us stick to this
resolution and others forget about
them months down the road or
maybe even a week down the road.
As for myself I don't make resolutions anymore because then I don't
have to worry about breaking
them. In life I have set some goals
that I would like to accomplish.
One of my goals is to be the best
Phi Delta Kappa member and National Officer possible. In saying
this, think about what your goals
are for the future of Phi Delta
Kappa.
This usually happens
when we are sitting around the
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Chapter House drinking and talking about what we need to do or
what needs to be done...usually
nothing ever comes of this...just
talk. We as a Fraternity need to
set national goals and chapter
goals striving to accomplish
these goals. If we want the Fraternity to prosper, we need to set
goals for responsibility, community, and brotherhood. All of us
need to act as one and look at the
whole picture. I am challenging
each chapter president to set one
goal and send this goal to the
National President. One of Miss
Alpha’s goals last year was increasing membership and we accomplished our goal. Yes, I
know you don't like me talking
about my Chapter, so let me hear
what goals have you set for your
Chapter and surrounding Chapters?
I would especially like to thank
Doug and Jan Leach for their
hospitality and for letting us stay
with them while we attended the
hog roast. Thanks to Danville
for a great time and showing me
your hometown hospitality. Hug
a brother and kiss a sweetheart
on the cheek. Sincerely Tim
Reynolds.
Rememberance
By Chris Parks
National Inner Guard
Hello Brothers
and
Sweethearts!
As I sit down
to write this
article,
I
seem to have
two recently
-departed Brothers on my mind.

Both were long time members and
will be dearly missed. I know
through-out the fraternity we have
lost far too many Brothers and as
the holidays are upon us, we
should take this time to reflect on
those lost Brothers, for the leadership they exerted, for the mentorship they showed to our new members, for the Brotherhood and
Friendship they instilled in each
and every one of us. And let us not
forget those Brothers left behind the
surviving spouses. We are a family
and as a family we may need to
reach out to those Sweethearts and
let them know we are here for them
with a kind word, soft shoulder, or
a helping hand.
Our esteemed Vice President
Brother Craig Brutout in his infinite
wisdom brought back to the foreground a saying I haven’t heard in
years after a meeting as we all sat
around reminiscing about our lost
Brothers “The last words you say to
someone may be the last words you
say to them.” No truer words have
ever been spoken as we never know
when God may call us home as he
doesn’t normally call first. So
whether it’s at the chapter house
with our Brothers, at work with our
co-workers, or with our families,
chose your words carefully. You
may not have the opportunity to
rescind or make amends for what
was said in the heat of the moment.
We all know of someone or even
ourselves who now wish they’d
called or visited someone and now
it’s too late. So please make that
last word a kind one, one that
leaves no regret. “How will my
actions today reflect on our fraternity tomorrow?”

Mississippi Alpha
By Jimmy Bateman
National Outer Guard
They are both
professional
quarterbacks.
Both
lead
w i n n i n g
teams in their
respective
leagues. What
else do they have in common?
They are brothers. I am referring,
of course, to the football dynasty
otherwise known as the Mannings. While they share the same
blood and generally pull for each
other’s teams, every so often, this
family loyalty gets temporarily
shelved.
Due to their ages, these two never
had the chance at the college level
to settle who the dominant quarterback of the household was. It
was many years later that these
two would finally get to put their
skills to the test, mano a mano.
Peyton and his Colts beat Eli and
his Giants in a close contest in
their first meeting in 2006. Peyton’s Colts squeaked by 26-21 to
settle very little in this long running family feud.
A recent weekend in midSeptember marked another chapter in the family rivalry known as
the “Manning Bowl”. The most
recent contest was the second
meeting in the history of this
brotherly rivalry. This time, Peyton came out of the gate early,
leading 24-0 by the first half.
With a final score of 31-7, Peyton
took a more definitive position as
the dominant horse in the family
stable.
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Now when these contests are
over, I have no idea what the disposition of the brothers could be
just afterwards. I know that if it
were me and my little brother, the
fisticuffs would probably last well
into the week. However, I suspect
that two professionals of this caliber know how to let things go
when they leave the field.
In my house growing up, as well
as in the chapter house today,
when the battles are over, we are
still brothers. You could argue
that it is competition between
brothers that pushes us to accomplish the most, whether this occurs between brothers, chapters,
or at the national level.
This now concludes the transmission from the Magnolia State.
Proud to be a Phi Delt!
Jimmy Bateman
Hello from Cracker Country
By David Reiker
Hello again from cracker country.
If you ever need a definition for
hospitality, one way of spelling it is
Petersen. And the reason being that
last Saturday we club members and
friends were invited to a lake party
at Brad and Jackie Petersen’s
home. Their back yard is about an
acre of lawn that slopes gradually
down to a beautiful lake. A huge
water-slide and games were set up
for kids and adults alike. Food was
offered in a large tent, protected
from insects. Roasted or grilled
meats were prepared from large
commercial style cookers that are
made by Brad Petersen’s company.
Now, this is the same guy that puts
on our golf tournament every year.
Stephanie Smurr coordinated the
social and with the help of several
cooks and organizers, the whole

thing was a roaring success. One
of the real pleasures Mary and I
experienced at the party was an
eight year old boy named Macky.
That’s a nick-name for Maclain.
When Mary and I drove up, here
came Macky in a golf cart, with a
wagon attached to the back. He
then proceeded to unload our car
for us. Our lawn-chairs, etc. were
put in the wagon and seats in the
golf-cart for Mary and I. When
Mary finished asking his name
etc. she asked “who do you belong to?” And his reply was, “the
people who live here.” Macky
stayed busy all day helping everyone get settled and driving other
kids around, having fun in the
golf cart. Jim Bates ,Brad Smurr
and I were recognized for being
awarded Emir status and presented with a photograph of the
three of us. Thank you all for
that! And thank you, Petersen
family for a great time!! Maybe
we could get Brad and Jackie to
host one of these socials every
month. Since that’s my idea,
someone else should ask them.
Well, maybe not every month. Oh
well, never mind.
And now for some fiction and
fact from the Phi Delt almanac. A
study was needed to evaluate the
need for eliminating stress and
wasted time in human existence.
So a group of Phi Delts were chosen, since we have proven that a
Phi Delt can save more time in a
week than anyone. The result of
the study was, “Leave it alone,
don’t worry about it. Half our
lives are spent trying to find
something to do with the time we
have rushed through life trying to
save.” So be well and full of he%
$. Cracker Boy signing off. Dave
Rieker.
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Phi Delt Sweethearts Everywhere
By PDK National First Lady
Stevie Handy
At the national convention this
summer, someone said to me that
not much about me was known by
anyone – so I’m going to correct
that by shedding some light on my
life – so far.
Most of you know me as “Stevie”
which is short for Stefanie. My Air
Force father thought that I’d be the
son he would name after his best
buddy “Steve”.
I was always
called “Stevie” by my friends and
relatives and “Stefanie” by non
friends and teachers so you can see
why I go by “Stevie”.
My father’s Air Force career led
his wife and 4 children to Florida,
Michigan, Massachusetts, Maine,
England, California and Hawaii.
Anyone who has been brought up in
a military family comes to expect
these moves and along with them
new homes, schools and friends. It
was not an easy transition for me as
I was quite shy.
While in England I attended an all
girls school. Some of the girls
boarded there and we all wore uniforms. I was close enough to the
school to walk. We learned French,
English literature, geography, botany, English, European and ancient
history, arithmetic, essay writing,
penmanship, elocution, P.E., needlework and music. If we had not
been transferred to California, I
would have begun Latin classes as
well. Whew!!! Saved by the transfer.
In Napa, California it was difficult
to find the class level at school that
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was the equivalent of the “Set 1” I
had graduated to in England. I was
ahead in many things but behind in
others. They decided that I was
ready for 7th grade.
Throughout my life to this point,
my mother pursued a singing avocation. She was a true contralto and
was sought out to sing the contralto
solos in community concerts,
church choirs and while in England
the Orpheus Choir with the London
Philharmonic Orchestra. She was
able to travel to other parts of
Europe on concert tours.
Growing up, I didn’t fully appreciate what a truly excellent singer she
was, though I knew she had sung
professionally with the Dorsey
brothers before she married my father.
While in Napa, I began to come
out of my shell and sang in a trio of
girls and at my mother’s suggestion
bleached my hair blonde – as “they
have more fun”.
I spent my senior year of High
School in Hawaii. It was in Hawaii
after I had graduated and working
at the Air Force Base Exchange that
I met Jon. I had just turned 18 and
was enjoying the dating scene. He
was so smart and knew so much
about life that the young boys I had
been dating couldn’t compete.
We married nine months later and
moved to Indiana. We moved so
quickly that I joke about being married in Hawaii and having our honeymoon in Logansport, Indiana.
Jon’s parents lived in Logansport
and there he was sure to find work.
Jon did find work right away and

we lived with Mom and Dad
Handy a few months ‘till we
could make it on our own. We
began raising a family of 4. Our
three girls grew up, married and
gave us 11 grandchildren and 2
step grandkids and live close by.
Our one son lives in St. Pete,
Florida, is married and has 1 son.
Our oldest grandson has provided
us with 3 great grandchildren.
Jon and I are at the chapter of
life that has us becoming the elders in the family. Jon’s mother is
the last parent we have. She is
still sharp, but her 97 year old
body is feeble. She is in a nursing
home to get the care she needs,
but we spend a couple of hours
with her every day we are home.
She enjoys our visits so much and
we are able to take her out once a
week for a drive or a visit home
or to the mall. Mom and I have
always gotten along and have
similar taste, humor, likes, and
dislikes. We enjoy painting together too. She just won an honorable mention in an art show in
Kokomo. By the time you read
this article we’ll have celebrated
her 98th birthday on Oct. 15.
Wow!!
As to things I like to do: I have
enjoyed painting with oils for
most of my adult life although I
am still just a dabbler. I enjoy: a
variety of crafts; a little sewing;
like to cook; going out for a
movie and dinner; traveling with
Jon, but like to come home; reading; singing; painting with Mom;
painting and talking with Grandkids; teaching Sunday school; exercising; walking; riding my bicy-

cle; listening to music; arguing
with the T.V.; gardening; and
visiting my children and grandchildren. I will be voting on
Nov.2.
My mission in life is to be a
help to my husband and family
and my church and community.
I strive to be a good Christian
which means I will always have
to look to The Master for guidance in living my life. I definitely won’t always get it right
and won’t be perfected until I
meet Jesus in heaven.
The holidays are upon us so
my wish for you is to be on the
giving end and the receiving
end of large helpings of love
and be blessed with plenty of
good health.
I hope this will help you know
and understand where I’m from
and where I’m going.
God
bless you,
Stevie
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COMING
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Feb.
Apr.

EVENTS

13 Country Western Night, Beta Eta, Winchester, IN
15 Northern Brotherhood, Gamma Lambda, Michigan City, IN
4 Holiday Carry In Dinner, Beta Eta, Winchester, IN
18 Beta Nu Anniversary Dinner, Beta Nu, Kokomo, IN
12 National Sweetheart Dinner & Dance, Beta Eta, Winchester, IN
16 Beta Eta 99th Anniversary Party, Beta Eta, Winchester, IN

Standing Events
Every Friday, Dinner, Gamma Theta, Danville, IN
Every 2nd Friday, Bingo & Dinner, Florida Nu, West Palm Beach, FL
Every 3rd Saturday, Dinner, Beta Nu, Kokomo, IN
Every 3rd Friday, Dinner, Bunko, Florida Mu, Lake Worth, FL
Every Last Friday, Blues Jam, Beta Nu, Kokomo, IN
We can only put it in the Coming Events if you let us know!! By letting everyone know
what is happening and when, it allows more members to make plans to attend.
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We Must Never Forget
By
Buck Rodman

Delta Nu PDK, Plymouth, IN. is
to be highly commended for their
“Patriotic Evening and Memorial
Service” they hosted
Saturday
9/11/2010. They also had a Fund
Raiser for “The Indiana Patriot
Guard”, the Motorcycle Riders that
keep the “Riff Raff Protesters”
away from funerals and ceremonies
of our military heroes that gave
their lives for our freedom. The
ceremony also honored all the police, firemen and military now in
service. They held a special ceremony to honor US Army Sgt. Justin
Decrow of Plymouth, who was
killed in that shooting at Ft. Hood
Texas, as his birthday was 9/11. We
were in a procession from Delta Nu
Club House with fire trucks, some
of Justin’s Family was in one, police cars, Indiana Patriot Guard,
many cars, Louise and I were with
Joe Clinton. He is a very fine
chauffer. As it was Justin’s 33’rd
birthday his mother asked that 33
red, white, and blue balloons be released in his honor. Joe took care
of it for her.
The procession stopped where a
speakers platform was set up. After
the mayor, Justin’s father, and a
few others had spoke, and the 21
gun salute the 33 balloons were released, they made a very touching ,
and impressive sight that honored a
brave soldier.
We then went back to the club
room., our chauffer knew a short
cut so as to not follow the long pro-

cession. There they had a tent set up
as the club room would be over
flowing. Many Delta Nu people
were getting the food ready. One
member had a friend that was a
“Pro” at roasting a hog, that sure
helped a bunch, always helps to
“have friends in high places”. The
food was great; congratulations to
all who had a hand in preparing,
and fixing it.
Art Bustamante( Al’s brother, who
says he is the better looking one
who has the most talent) and the
MGB Band provided the entertainment and dance music. They were a
great group, played much patriotic
music, God Bless America, and Lee
Greenwood’s Proud to be an
American. Great songs for the special event. It makes us all proud to
be an American
Later on, PDK National President
Jon Handy and Stevie, VP Craig
Brutout and Kathy, MC Bryan Nelson and Candra joined us at our table for a while. Some of them had
to work, so they were a tad bit late..
Delta Nu PDK appreciated them for
attending their “We Must Never
Forget “ special honor day .
Peggy Campbell, Joe Kelly, and
Claude Harris are to be congratulated for their very generous donations to Delta Nu PDK which
helped make this very special honor
day a success. Without special people like them, this would not have
been successful, again thank you
very much.
For a first time event, this special
honor day was very good. I am
sure the rainy and cooler weather

kept many at home. I know the
bikers do not like to get out in
the rain. Joe and all hope to
make this a yearly event. With
helpers like Al Bustamante,(The
God Father), his wife Barbara,
(Blabby Barby), Joe Clinton,
and all who helped organize this
“We Must Never Forget” special Honor Day I am sure it will
be bigger, better, and greater
year by year.
Proud to be
Buck Rodman

a

Phi

Delt,

Al Bustamante, God Father, Patriot
Guard, and PDK Mamber

Patriot Guard Members, and Al.
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Plymouth Fire Men

American Legion Honor Guard

33 Balloons to honor Sgt. Justin
Decrow's 33'rd Birthday

Don , Steve, and Joe

Patriot Guard Cycles.

33 Balloons ready to be released.

Sgt Justin Decrow's Father

MGB Band
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National Sweetheart
By: Deb Reid
Hi everyone. First, let me thank
my entire “Phi Delt” family for
all the cards, gifts and prayers I
received. I was truly touched;
and they all were very much appreciated. It’s really comforting
to be associated with such a great
fraternity. I am so very blessed to
have you all as friends. I have
been extremely lax in my birthday
card mailings; so ladies please
forgive me….I’m hoping to get
back into a normal routine here
pretty soon.
Now, on to the other stuff. Delta
Nu invited Devin and I to their
chapter house for an event on
September 11th. Unfortunately
we couldn’t attend; but they sent
with Buck and Louise each of us
a really nice t-shirt commemorating their event. Thanks so much,
Plymouth. Let me know what
other events you have upcomingwe’ll try to get there!
I would venture to say that there
are SEVERAL of us who are still
trying to recover from Hog roast
weekend held in Danville September 24 & 25th. We had an
awesome crowd!!! Several came
down to participate in the festivities from Kokomo and Wabash,
Mississippi and Winchester.
Heck, Tim Reynolds and Jimmy
Bateman even showed up! The
“Reid Ranch” was booked to capacity; so they stayed at the
“Leach Lodge”. There were some
that ended up at the “Peters’ Palace” and some stayed in Avon at
the hotel. I want to say THANKS
to Butch and Judy Marshall, our

unofficial campground host and
hostess…..there were some who
brought campers; and I know
Butch & Judy showed them the
ropes of camping for hog roast
weekend. It sure was nice to see
the Norris’ from Winchester come
and party with us as well. It was
their first hog roast; hopefully not
their last!
Thanks to Buck and brothers in
Wabash for the charm for my
bracelet. As always, it was good to
see him & Louise.
Special thanks to Gamma Theta
for the 2 charms for my bracelet…
love them!!! I want say a big
THANKS to all members of
Gamma Theta for an excellent job
this year at hog roast-especially
Bill and Karen Eddy. While some
may disagree on whether “it takes
a village to raise a child”; it is evident that it takes a “village” to
have a successful PDK event; so
thanks to all the brothers and
sweethearts at Gamma Theta for
your hard work!! It was very much
appreciated.
Let me know what’s going on in
your chapter so we can come
visit!!
So, until next time, take care and
God Bless!!

ΦΔΚ

Blabby Barby

Stevie, Candra, and Louise

Stevie, and Jon

Louise, Candie, Brian,
Kathy, and Craig

